
Oleg
Full-stack Ruby developer 
Cherkassy, Ukraine

SUMMARY 

A middle Ruby on Rails engineer with over 3 years of commercial experience in web development. 
Experience in refactoring and high-performance application development.  

TECHNICAL SKILLS SET

Core Technologies Other Technologies 

!"Ruby - 3 years experience  

!"Ruby on Rails - 3 years experience  

!"PostgreSQL - 3 years experience  

!"JS, React - 3 years experience  

Behavior Driven Development (BDD), Test Driven Development, jQuery, CoffeeScript, Sidekiq, 
Bootstrap, PostgreSQL, HTML, Slim, Sass, CSS, JavaScript, Rspec, Heroku, Firebase, React, Redux, 
Capybara Robot Framework.  

EDUCATION 

Computer Science, Cherkasy State Technological University 

LANGUAGES 

English - Upper-Intermediate 

WORK EXPERIENCE

Full-stack developer, PerceptionBox, NDA  2017 – Present 

Main Projects  

Project: SewSewYou  
Full-stack, Ruby on Rails developer  
Participated in developing a secure web-based admin portal. Maintained and created features for 
sales, logistics and manufacturer modules. Made integration of the application with DHL Express/
Ecommerce API(XML and JSON based). Designed and implemented logic to manage customer 
orders based on available stuff at the manufacturer warehouse. Implemented logic to split customer 
orders by-products to create valid shipments based on declared price. Developed new features 
maintaining customer notifications on order application and logistic company statuses. Designed and 
developed manufacturer managing and statistics dashboard.  

!"#$%&'()(*+$,"-,$./"Ruby, Ruby On Rails, Postgresql, JavaScript, jQuery, Slim, Rspec 

https://bit.ly/Contact_us_perceptionbox


Project: Cablook Taxi  
Full-stack, Ruby on Rails developer  
Participated in developing a front-end public-facing web application and secure web-based admin 
portal, integration of data storage solutions PostgreSQL. Worked on front-end 
implementation(ReactJS).  

!"#$%&'()(*+$,"-,$./"JavaScript, Ruby on Rails, Postgresql, Rspec, Firebase, RSpec  

Project: Fixpal  
Full-stack, Ruby on Rails developer  

Actively participated in developing the app, equally worked on the front/back -end parts. Worked 
with cloudinary images uploading for adding avatars/banners to the site, transforming them, etc. 
Fully changed in some designs on business pages. Made a new landing page with some switchers 
for all categories. Worked with filtering of businesses and other project database items, had some 
experience with Stripe api. Worked with many different js libraries that were included in the project. 
Got a lot of stuff to do it js files, so mostly worked with js files on the front-end part. Worked with 
tynymce for adding user ability to design his business description, like change font size, color, 
styling, etc. Have supported the project, integrating new features with the team, and maintaining the 
project.  

!"Technologies used: Ruby on Rails, Grape, Angular, OAuth, WebToken, Sass, Bootstrap, RSpec  


